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OUR MAIN
OBJECTIVE
WE DON'T CREATE ADS,
WE CREATE EMOTIONS

We believe content is key when it

comes to social media and gaining

traction over social media. 

Our main objective is to populate

memes in 1000's over Facebook,

Instagram, Twitter and MemeChat to

bring out the trend in the story you

are trying to share.



Any form of image which makes you laugh on the internet is a meme, as simple as that.

Still confused? Look below:

WTF IS A MEME?



DID THE ABOVE MEMES MAKE YOU
SMILE/LAUGH/SMIRK?

That's exactly the emotion and happiness we're talking about. Now imagine, the same

happiness being spread across 250M+ people for you or your brand. Sounds great,

doesn't it? That's what we can do for you.



The numbers speak for themselves

STILL NOT SURE? LOOK BELOW!



WHY IS MEME MARKETING >> DIGITAL
ADS/TRADITIONAL MARKETING?

Boring Ad; a typical Google Ad - plain
text, looks pale - hardly drives
conversions

Less Boring Ad, a trailer ad
on Facebook, drives little
conversion & engagement

A Meme Ad; highly engaging and
reaching out to 100x more people
is lesser budget!



HOW DO WE DO IT?

Our No. 1 priority is to ensure that campaign does not look paid and has been

organically picked up by the internet as a legit trend! 

To achieve this, we  convert your product/brand into a scalable meme template

which is then put on our own app, Meme Chat - the ultimate hub of quality content

creators & consumers.

Once quality content is curated, it is distributed on all our distribution channels

across FB, IG, Twitter which ends up getting millions in engagement and reach. This

content gels in with the audience so well, that it doesn't even look like an AD and

sets across the message which the brand wants to spread! That's the power of

memes.



CURRENT SOCIAL
MEDIA PRESENCE
INCLUSIVE OF FB AND IG

50 Million+

200 Million+

All pages links here

7.5 Million+

2.5 Million+

https://bit.ly/MemeChatInventory


OUR PARTNERSPREVIOUS CLIENTS



HOW CAN WE HELP
YOUR BRAND?

600,000+



CASE STUDY FOR BLUED
This was a campaign based only on clicks to
convert the traffic from Instagram to Blued
app.

The videos were relatable for the viewers
according to the page.

We also created awareness about opening up
since it's a gay app.

We generated close to 100K clicks in a week.





RATES

Rs. 0.4 per engagement for Instagram and Facebook.
Rs. 50 per meme made by user on MemeChat app for the
brand.
Rs. 1.5 Lakhs - Twitter trend (organic campaign), content
made by users and posted by them on twitter.



LET'S TALK!

+91 7016027572 - ARJUN@MEMECHAT.APP


